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Basic and Specific Terms of Use of the Association of Windows and Facades (VFF)

Basic Terms of Use for Publications

All publications by the Windows and Façades Association (VFF) including all of their parts are protected by copyright.

Any use not expressly permitted by copyright law, specifically the reproduction, dissemination, exhibition, editing, translation and recording on microfilm and storage and processing in electronic systems will require the publisher's consent.

Any use outside of the strict limits of copyright law without the publisher's consent is illegal and may be prosecuted. In this context, the publishers expressly reserve all possible claims, in particular to cease and desist orders and damage compensation.

Special Terms of Use for Documents in Electronic Form

Documents in electronic Form (e.g. DOC or PDF format) are subject to copyright protection in the same form as printed versions.

The acquirer specified in these documents or bearing a form of identification (hereinafter referred to as “Acquirer”) must comply with the following in addition to the basic terms of use (see above):

The Acquirer may only use documents for his own, company internal use at an individual place or on the company Intranet. The publication of excerpts, e.g. as annexes to individual letters, is permitted if the source is specified. The publication of the documents with or as “chain letters” is not permitted. The Acquirer must ensure that the recipient does not disclose the documents received. In the case of disclosure the Acquirer will be liable toward the publisher in particular for the damage caused.

Providing third parties with access to the documents, the placement of all or parts of the document on the Internet and/or on local Intranet systems (e.g. customer databases) is not permitted.

Any transformation of the documents is not permitted. The Acquirer will be obligated to only use them in the proper manner. He will be obligated not to abuse the access possibilities and to take into account the principles on the protection of data security; moreover, he will inform the publishers immediately of any indications of misuse.

In other respects, the Acquirer will ensure that unauthorized parties do not gain access to the documents or gain possession of the work reproduced by the Acquirer or gain knowledge of the contents of the data.
Disclaimer
Despite the care taken in regard to the research, calculation and predictions for this study, B+L cannot take on full legal responsibility for the information and predictions.
Content

Since 2005, B+L evaluates the markets windows and exterior doors in the relevant world markets regularly. The basis of market forecasts is formed from a comprehensive analysis of indicators, combined with findings from ongoing B+L target group surveys, which provide information on product trends and renovation sector.

The main goal of the market study is to determine the production of windows by types of materials in Germany. The model allows regular updates. In addition to the windows, also the production of exterior doors is presented.

Types of researched windows:
- PVC Windows
- Wood Windows
- Wood-Alu-Windows
- Metal Windows

Types of researched exterior doors:
- PVC Doors
- Wood Doors
- Metal Doors
- Others

Production, Import, Export, Sales

Regarding the foreign trade, the TOP5 importing and exporting countries are also presented.

Base year: 2014

The number of windows is given in window units (1,3m x 1,3m) and exterior doors in are given in units.

Method

To verify the production and foreign trade of the German market, the approach of so called triangulation is selected. The sales volume is determined in different ways: in this case, the following approaches are chosen as a combination:

- Individual assessment of the manufacturers (cross-questioning of all market participants, the sample); Identification of the relevant foreign producers and their export shares to Germany and their development to verify the German imported sales volume
  
  Number of interviews: 84

- Interviews with industry experts and relevant importers / distributors of windows on practical validation
  
  Number of interviews: 21

- Sales volumes calculations of statistics Productions + imports - exports (with sample verification of statistic registration numbers in the establishments). As a result, we obtain a corrected "official" statistics, which allows in certain markets alignments and cross-examinations.

- Sales volume calculation: The product sales demand is the developments of different frame materials used in the various types of buildings and in both segments new construction / renovation.
  
  (Comparison with existing studies VFF / B + L Outlook Windows DE)

Total number of interviews manufacturers + dealers: N = 105

Germany (44); Poland (24); Austria (15); Switzerland (5); Czech Republic / Slovakia (6) Others: (11)